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When algorithms run amuck.



Teams that are 

not diverse 

result in 

products that 

don’t work for 

everyone

Video courtesy of Gizmodo

https://gizmodo.com/why-cant-this-soap-dispenser-identify-dark-skin-1797931773


Human 

validation did 

not provide that 

negative signal 

to the algorithm



Humans provide 

context, which 

is needed to 

improve 

algorithms



Let’s take recruiting

industry as an example. 



Our Industry is Focused on Pedigree



Job offers made to women 
that were less than men

Job offers made to women that 
were equal or greater than men

Same Role, 

Same 

Company

Women are 

offered less 

63% of the time



Algorithms can perpetuate biases

“

Allen Blue

Co-Founder of LinkedIn

“You might learn for example, an 

unfortunate connotation, which is that 

doctor is more associated with the word 

‘he’ than ‘she’, and nurse is more 

associated with the word ‘she’ than ‘he’.

Jeff Dean

Head of AI at Google

All women’s 

colleges

Women’s 

chess club 

captain

Women’s 

The first versions of facial recognition 

trained on pictures of celebrities who 

are mostly white and mostly male, 

and that means that there is 97% 

accuracy on white men but three 

percent accuracy on African women



Technology is here to help. 

But, build responsibly!



Search Recommendations



Know your 

worth!

Inform yourself, 

both as an 

employer and 

an employee

Hired’s Salary Calculator hired.com/salarycalculator

https://hired.com/salarycalculator


Photo courtesy of #WOCinTech

Level training data to compensate 

for Representation Gap.



Be mindful of candidates of all stripes 

when designing features.



Don’t let DE&I be an after thought. 

Publish a DE&I Roadmap.



Anonymize your process.

Photo courtesy of Career Onward

http://careeronward.com/2013/09/8-tips-for-your-resume-to-stand-out-from-the-crowd/


Blind Technical Assessments

● Help in moving past “gotcha” 

interviewing 

● Remove need to code on the 

whiteboard

● Get candidates to solve real world 

problems in a real world setting

● Focus on their code, not who coded it!



Diverse teams build diverse products.



Algorithms 

cannot do 

it alone.



Humans and 

algorithms 

need to 

work 

together.

Algorithms 

cannot do 

it alone.
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